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1. Foreword
South Norfolk is earmarked for significant growth. By 2022, the number of
electors within parts of our District, including Costessey, Wymondham and
Long Stratton will have increased substantially. We have been required, as a
result of the present electoral variance within the Old Costessey Ward to
undertake a review of the District Ward Boundaries at this stage, even though
we recognise that ideally this process would have followed on from a Parish
Boundary review.
Having sought clarity regarding the criteria employed by the Local
Government Boundary Commission to undertake this review, we have felt
compelled to employ a strict adherence to the “10% principle” – that no ward
should be more or less than 10% from the average and, in practice, as close
to the average as possible. We must redraw the lines following the
requirements of the Commission, ensuring that a Parish does not sit in two
different District Wards, unless it is also warded. However, this has led to a
number of dilemmas in fine-tuning our proposals that our communities will
rightly highlight to you.
Nonetheless, as much as our communities may favour alternative
arrangements, we also recognise that just because a Parish or Town lies in a
different District Ward, our communities do not necessarily change.
Community organisations will still bind them together, based on their
commonalities – and in some cases differences.
So whilst we make a formal representation to you, which we believe meets
your criteria to the fullest extent possible, we have also put forward alternative
proposals which essentially seek for us to enter a constructive dialogue to
resolve some of these anomalies and assess where it may be possible to
flexible to develop the most effective long-term community solutions
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1. Introduction
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE)is
undertaking an electoral review of South Norfolk. The LGBCE has completed
its consultation on the on the size of the Council and is minded to recommend
that 46 Councillors for South Norfolk. The Commission now invites proposals
from the Council, and interested parties and members of the public on a
warding pattern to accommodate 46 Councillors.
In preparing the submission proposing new ward arrangements for South
Norfolk, the Council must take account of
•
•
•

Equality of representations
Reflection community identities and interests
Providing for convenient and effective local government

2. Proposed warding arrangements
The proposed warding arrangements were considered by the Electoral
Arrangements Review Committee on the 30 August 2016 and formally
approved.
The table attached as Appendix 1 details those proposed warding
arrangements. It lists for each proposed ward:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parishes included in that ward
Ward name
2022 predicted electorate
Number of proposed councillors per ward
Electorate per councillor
Variance from average electorate per councillor

A map showing the proposed new wards in South Norfolk is attached as
Appendix 2. and Appendix 3 map shows Wymondham the warding in detail
and Appendix 4 map shows Costessey warding.

3. Equality of Representation
The Commission is minded to recommend that 46 councillors will represent
electors in South Norfolk from 2019 onwards. The electorate is projected to
grow in 2022 to 117,566. This will mean that the average number of electors
represented by each councillor should be 2556. This has been calculated by
taking our predicted growth rate (as calculated by the Council’s Planning
Policy Team), and then multiplying by 1.75 – being the average number of
electors per property over the last 7 years, plus the 2015 Electorate.
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The guidance on review of warding suggests that each ward should have a
ratio of electors to councillor(s) as close to that average as possible. The
proposed warding pattern will ensure that no ward varies by more than +/10% from that ideal.
In Wymondham, the predicted electorate was too large to be one ward. The
maximum number of councillors representing a single ward is 3 but 6
councillors would be required (if a single ward were chosen) to maintain an
acceptable variance. It was decided to split Wymondham into 3 wards, each
with 2 councillors.
The same problem exists in Costessey with 5 councillors being required for a
single ward. Accordingly, it was decided to split it into 2 wards.

4. Community identities and interests
In order to achieve acceptable levels of variance (from the ideal elector to
councillor ratio) it has been necessary in some circumstances to regroup
parishes into revised wards. However, the proposed warding arrangements
have maintained all existing parish boundaries. All joint parish councils have
been kept within the same ward.
The only places where boundary revisions have been necessary are in
Wymondham and Costessey. The existing parish boundaries remain
unchanged but existing internal ward boundaries have had to be amended.
The table in Appendix 1 contains comments on the proposed wards from our
Communities Team and our Councillors, building on their local knowledge.
We have highlighted those areas which are earmarked for the highest growth
and therefore may present the greatest risk of significant variance from
predicted electorate figures. In summary, it is believed that these warding
patterns proposed will not detriment our existing communities, and in many
respects strengthen the representation and identity of our growing
communities.
We recognise that some of the names proposed may attract interest from our
Communities. We have operated on our previous principle of basing the ward
name on the primary Parish or Town within the proposed Ward which we
believe still represents the fairest way of identifying the ward. We recognise
that our current proposal will remove several historic Ward references – but it
is believed that such references can be difficult for modern communities to
relate to and geographic reference points represent a more effective reference
point. Nonetheless, we would be receptive to other proposals put forward by
our communities and support resolution of this point through the second round
of consultation to be undertaken by the Commission.

5. Convenient and effective local government
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Each proposed ward will be represented by one or more councillors. In order
to do this effectively, those councillors will be required to interact with both
parish councillors, and local events and activities.
A ward which includes multiple parishes is likely to involve considerably more
specific events and travelling time than one which is contained within a single
parish. It is therefore important to ensure that the workload from multiple
parish wards will be reasonably achievable within the time available to a
councillor.
Although many include 6 parishes or less, the maximum number of parishes
represented by a single councillor under the proposed warding arrangements
is 9 (Rockland) - however, this includes 2 parish meetings and a joint parish
council. It is felt that these arrangements are likely to represent a sustainable
level of time commitments for councillors over the long term.

6. Conclusion
Bearing in mind the overriding goal to achieve the principle that each vote
should have equal value, it is believed that the proposed warding
arrangements most effectively meet the requirements of equality of
representation, community identities and interests, and convenient and
effective local government achievable.
7. Potential Alternative Proposals
In reaching our conclusion, we are clear that this is the best option to meet the
criteria set by the Commission, most notably the strict application of the 10%
principle. However, we also recognise that there are some proposed wards
that do not meet the most logical pattern, and also some communities that
may feel that alternative proposals may work better in the long term to better
meet community identities and resolve long standing parish boundary issues.
The most marked specific example of this is the current boundary between
Costessey and Bawburgh, whereby the ongoing “Hampden View”
development – more formally Phase II Lodge Farm, runs through the middle
to the two Parishes; resolving this issue so that this development may then
support a clearer pattern of District Wards within Costessey. We are aware
that both Costessey Town Council and Bawburgh Parish Council support this
potential amendment, and have included this proposal within their
representation to you. We are also aware there may be cases to review the
Parish boundary in areas such as Diss and Roydon (as put forward to you by
Diss Town Council), and Tharston and Long Stratton.
We recognise that this situation has arisen as it has been necessary to
conduct the District ward review before the Parish boundary review, and that it
is us who holds the power to amend Parish Boundaries. We therefore
propose that where there are strong, cogent cases from our communities, we
work together ensure that the District Warding pattern does not detriment any
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subsequent Parish Boundary reviews or to undertake a Community
Governance Review in parallel with your process.
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Appendix 1: Proposed new electoral wards in South Norfolk

Number
of ward

1

2

Possible
(continued or
new) ward
name and
included
parishes

Thurlton
(includes
Gillingham,
Albeby,
Haddiscoe,
Thurlton, Toft
Monks, Burgh
St Peter with
Wheatacre)

Chedgrave
(includes
Chedgrave,
Langley with
Hardley,
Geldeston,
Hales with
Heckingham,
Raveningham,
Stockton,
Norton
Subcourse)

Predicted
electorate
2022

2,606

2,532

Number of
Cllrs per
ward
(multiple
member
wards in
bold)

1

1

Electorate
per Cllr

2,606

2,532

Variance
(from 2022
average
electorate
of 2,556 per
Cllr)

2%

-1%
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Community perspective

Notes

This is a group of Parishes that
lie in the Norfolk Broads tourist
area, that were historically part
of the Clavering Hundred. The
Includes joint parish
Waveney River Centre brings in council Burgh St
a large number of visitors and
Peter with Wheatacre
provides unique educational
– this is similar to the
services. The parishes share
previous Thurlton
transport links to the coast,
Ward, with the
Norwich and Beccles and there
addition of Gillingham
is a range of smaller parish /
parish.
farm shops and pubs in the area
supporting social cohesion.
This ward has strong links to the
Norfolk Broads tourist area.
The communities are linked by
their association with the A146
and A143, the main roads
linking Norwich, Loddon and
down to Beccles. They naturally
look towards Loddon and
Beccles for their key services –
for example successful sports
teams such as Hales Cricket
Club and Loddon Hockey Club.
Sharing a strong small, rural
identity –these parishes share
many similar challenges.

Includes joint parish
council Hales with
Heckingham – this
will be the former
Chedgrave and
Thurton Ward
combined with parts
of the former
Gillingham Ward

3

4

Loddon
(Loddon,
Sisland)

Bressingham
& Roydon
(includes
Bressingham,
Roydon)

2,590

2,731

1

1

2,590

2,731

1%

7%

8

Loddon is an attractive market
Town within South Norfolk that
markets itself as the “Gateway
to the Broads”. It has a strong
community spirit with a large
number of community
organisations, and provides a
wide range of services including
a local supermarket, shopping
facilities, primary and higher
education, a police station and
small sports centre. Sisland, a
small parish to the North,
naturally looks to Loddon for its
service provision.

Bressingham and Roydon are
both active communities, closely
linked geographically and by the
main transport route between
Diss and Thetford, the A1066.
Bressingham is home to South
Norfolk’s largest tourist
attraction and a large garden
centre whilst Roydon has a
public house serving as a
community hub. Both naturally
look to the main market town of
Diss for many of their key
services.

This ward would be
unchanged

This incorporates
Bressingham into the
former Roydon Ward

5

6

Stratton
(includes Long
Stratton)

Hempnall
(includes
Topcroft,
Hempnall,
Morningthorpe
and Fritton,
Shelton &
Hardwick,
Tasburgh)

5,001

2,699

2

1

2,501

2,699

-2%

Long Stratton is a growing
community, with services
growing to match. It has its own
adopted Area Action Plan,
which highlights that over the
next few years, it is earmarked
for a new bypass (work
expected to start in 2017) and
growth of up to 1800 homes.
Whilst still a Parish, Long
Stratton has a wide range of
services including a leisure
centre, high school and small
supermarket.

Tharston and Hapton
will be incorporated
into the Forncett
Ward

6%

This ward includes a number of
smaller villages which share
similar issues and identities.
The villages are naturally
connected on the A140 corridor
route. Topcroft which has been
added to this Ward, is a small
village which shares natural
rural affinity with Hempnall. The
Hempnall Mill Centre provides
charitable facilities for the local
communities, including
luncheon clubs for older people.
Transport links between these
Parishes will be significantly
enhanced with the Long
Stratton bypass (see above),
which will transect these
parishes. Educational, sports
and social facilities exist within
Tasburgh and Hempnall which
residents of the surrounding
Parishes will use.

This would
incorporate Tasburgh
and Topcroft into this
ward

9

7

Hingham &
Deopham
(includes
Hingham,
Deopham)

8

Wicklewood
(includes
Barford with
Wramplingham,
Barnham
Broom,
Kimberley,
Morley,
Brandon Parva,
Coston,
Runhall &
Welborne,
Wicklewood)

2,491

2,710

1

1

2,491

2,710

-3%

These two communities sit on
the South Norfolk boundary and
share natural association with
the Breckland towns of
Attleborough and Dereham.
Hingham is a lively town, with
local shops and social facilities
such as Lincoln Hall which
residents of Deopham will use.

No changes to this
ward.

6%

This is a group of small
Parishes clustered north of the
market Town of Wymondham,
which they naturally look
towards for their services.
Barnham Broom provides
sporting facilities, including a
renowned golf, conference and
hotel facility. The parishes have
a thriving local community,
including local public houses
and community fetes and
events such as the well
established Welborne Arts
Festival

Includes joint Parish
Council Barford with
Wramplingham. This
would take Barford
and Wramplingham
from the Easton Ward
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9

Easton
(includes
Easton, Great
Melton,
Marlingford &
Colton)

2,505

1

2,505

-2%

This is a cluster of three
Parishes co-located in the
North-East corner of the District.
All three will be impacted by the
significant growth in the Norwich
[Planning] Policy Area, most
notably Easton which is
earmarked for significant
development and is developing
a Neighbourhood Plan. Easton
is also home to the Easton and
Otley College, a renowned
agricultural training facility which
will support the developing Food
Enterprise Zone. Great Melton
has a successful cricket team,
whilst the Marlingford Bell hosts
quiz nights and music events for
the local community

As above, Barford
and Wramplingham
have been removed
from this ward

10: Wymondham
Wymondham is a thriving Market Town earmarked for significant housing growth as outlined in the Wymondham Area Action Plan and the South
Norfolk Local Plan. To support this growth, there has been substantial local investment including a relatively new Doctors Surgery, two
substantial supermarkets, extensive sports facilities which have been subject to a major investment by South Norfolk Council, and is host to
Norfolk Police Headquarters. It has a major railway connection between Norwich and Cambridge and sits on the A11 corridor, making it one of
the most attractive residential destinations in the area. The Historic, Wymondham Abbey is a significant landmark in the area, which has attracted
a recent £1m grant bid from the Heritage Lottery Fund to enhance its educational and visitor offerings.
With this in mind, Wymondham has been long recognised as too substantial to be included as a single-ward area and was previous broken up
into 5 single member wards with historical ward name references. The current proposal seeks to instead create 3 multi-member wards for the
Wymondham Town Council area, as follows:
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10 (A)

North
Wymondham

5,133

2

2,566

0%

The North Wymondham area
has experienced recent
significant growth including, the
Whispering Oaks and Becketts
Grove developments, and this
growth will continue with further
phases of Becketts Grove and
the current “The Oaks”
development.
North Wymondham itself has its
own well-used community
centre and community
association which hosts an
indoor market and community
events.

10 (B)

Central
Wymondham

4,648

2

2,324

-9%

12

The Central area is more
distinct from the remainder of
Wymondham, with higher
density housing development
and plays host to the main
shopping areas, the schools,
leisure centre, new supermarket
and doctors surgery. The
historic Wymondham Abbey
and Mid Norfolk Railway Station
would lie in the Western sector
of this proposed ward. The
B1135 and the B1172 present
natural transport boundaries
that separate this Ward from the
North and South Wymondham
wards.

Existing ward
boundaries in
Wymondham have
been revised to meet
variance targets and
so are not directly
comparable with
present
arrangements.

Existing ward
boundaries in
Wymondham have
been revised to meet
variance targets and
so are not directly
comparable with
present
arrangements.

10 ( C)

South
Wymondham

5,448

2

2,724

7%

South Wymondham is an area
of contrast. The Silfield area,
leading up to the A11, is
earmarked for a major
development of over 1000
homes, but this area also
includes the rural areas of
Wattlefield and Suton and the
village of Spooner Row, which
are all historically served by
Wymondham Town Council.
This ward is well served by
transport links, including three
access points to the A11 and
both the Wymondham and
Spooner Row railway stations.

Existing ward
boundaries in
Wymondham have
been revised to meet
variance targets and
so are not directly
comparable with
present
arrangements.

Hethersett is also earmarked for
significant growth in the South
Norfolk local plan.

11

Hethersett
(includes
Bawburgh,
Little Melton,
Hethersett)

7,390

3

2,463

-4%

13

There is strong community
cohesion within Hethersett and
the surrounding villages,
particularly when it comes to
sports - the HAMSA (Hethersett
and Melton Sports Association)
who help with various sporting
events and funding applications
for many varying sports,
Bawburgh Golf Club and the
Crusaders Rugby Club based at
Little Melton. There are both
state and private secondary
education facilities in
Hethersett, which includes two
thriving pubs and is a dementia
friendly village.

Little Melton and
Bawburgh are moved
from the Cringleford
Ward into this ward.

12

Cringleford
(includes
Colney,
Cringleford,
Keswick)

5,414

2

2,707

6%

Cringleford has already
experienced significant growth
in recent years, focused on the
Roundhouse Park development,
and this growth is expected to
continue in the corridor between
the A11, A47 and the Norfolk
and Norwich Hospital, based in
Colney. Cringleford was one of
the first areas in the Country to
form a Neighbourhood Plan.
This growth has led to an
expansion of local community
facilities, including primary
education which supports
Colney and Keswick, and a new
community centre.

14

Bawburgh and Little
Melton are moved
from this ward as
above

13

Stoke Holy
Cross
(includes East
Carlton with
Ketteringham,
Swardeston,
Stoke Holy
Cross)

2,555

1

2,555

0%

15

We appreciate that the villages
proposed within this ward also
have strong links with other
respective villages, but have
also taken a practical
perspective that this proposal
would not impact on the
character or form of these three
villages, which are all located
within the Norwich [planning]
policy area and will
consequently experience growth
in forthcoming years. The four
villages are geographically
linked and have their own
unique character and identities.
Swardeston Cricket Club is one
of the most successful Cricket
teams in the Country, attracting
members from a wide
geography across the District.
Each of the villages has a range
of local facilities, including farm
shops and community
organisations.

Includes joint Parish
Council East Carleton
with Ketteringham.
This ward is changed,
with the removal of
Caistor, Bixley and
Trowse into the
Trowse Ward

14

15

Poringland
(includes
Poringland)

Ditchingham
(includes
Broome,
Ditchingham,
Thwaite,
Ellingham,
Kirby Cane)

5,226

2,759

2

1

2,613

2,759

2%

Poringland is a growing
community with increasing
facilities which encourage
people from other villages to
come into Poringland. For
example, Poringland has a
Good Neighbour Scheme which
runs alongside the neighbouring
villages of Framingham Earl,
Framingham Pigot, Caistor St
Edmund, Bixley & Arminghall,
Stoke Holy Cross, Trowse and
Brooke. It also runs a Cinema
club where again residents from
outlying areas attend.
Poringland and District Mens
Shed are a relatively new group
who encourage attendees from
various Parishes. Framingham
Earl has the local High School
within it; Poringland hosts the
local Junior School. The Village
has a brand new business
centre, a wide range of small
businesses, a small
supermarket and relatively new
community hub which includes
a local library.

This ward previously
included the
Framinghams

8%

These four parishes have
recently introduced a 4 parish
website to support community
integration. These Parishes
naturally look towards Bungay
and on to Loddon and Beccles
for their wider community facility
needs. The Parishes of
Ditchingham, Broome, Kirby
Cane and Ellingham all lie on
the A143 corridor to Harleston
and Lowestoft.

Includes joint Parish
Council Kirby Cane
with Ellingham. Kirby
Cane and Ellingham
move into this ward.

16

16

Earsham
(includes
Hedenham,
Denton,
Alburgh,
Earsham,
Wortwell,
Bedingham,
Woodton)

2,621

1

2,621

3%

17

This proposal would group
several strongly rural and
smaller villages within the
District. Although both have
effective road access networks
through the A143 / B1332
corridors, they face similar
challenges in terms of rural
isolation and community
transport. Each village has a
strong community identity –
Earsham Hall provides tea
shops and local shopping
facilities; Denton has a number
of strong groups including an
award winning community
composting scheme.

This ward loses
Topcroft but gains
Woodton, Hedenham
and Bedingham

17

Diss
(includes Diss,
Scole)

7,609

3

2,536

-1%

18

Diss is a thriving friendly market
town with a strong community
serving its surrounding
parishes. It has physically
intrinsic links to its immediate
neighbourhood Parishes. It has
excellent rail connections on the
mainline between Norwich and
London, whilst on the boundary
between Diss and Scole, the
A140 and A143 linking Bury St
Edmunds, Norwich, Ipswich and
the Eastern Coast meet. Diss
serves as the gateway to the
Waveney Valley and the Corn
Hall has recently attracted a
major investment from the
Heritage Lottery Fund. Diss has
3 supermarkets, a leisure
centre, hotels, and good
shopping facilities. Between
Diss and Scole sits some of the
primary business development
in the area, including the Diss
business centre and Diss
business park.

This ward now
includes Scole

18

19

Harleston
(includes
Starston,
Redenhall with
Harleston,
Brockdish,
Needham)

Dickleburgh
(includes
Pulham Market,
Pulham St
Mary,
Dickleburgh &
Rushall)

5,184

2,768

2

1

2,592

2,768

1%

There is a very strong
community ethos in this market
town. It hosts Primary and
Higher education facilities which
children from the surrounding
villages attend and has a local
supermarket and medical
surgery. Harleston Information
Plus hosts community groups,
training, volunteering and
support events; these are again
open to surrounding villages
such as Starston, Needham and
Brockdish, the latter two
Parishes lying with Harleston on
the A143. The Harleston Sports
Centre will also attract local
users. Harleston has one of the
most successful Hockey Clubs
in the Country.

This ward combines
the previous
Harleston Ward with
Needham and
Brockdish from the
former Scole Ward

8%

The proposed Ward consists of
three parishes which all lie to
the East of the A140, the main
arterial route from Norwich to
Ipswich. All three Parishes
have strong links to Harleston in
the East and Diss in the South.
The Pulhams have a natural link
together, with the Pennoyers
Centre in Pulham St Mary
serving as an educational,
visitor and community facility.
The three Parishes share a
Church of England Benefice
which hosts the famous “50
Christmas trees” festival.

This ward includes
part of the former
Beck Vale Ward and
part of the former
Dickleburgh Ward

19

Costessey
Costessey is a large expanding community which forms the Northernmost point in the South Norfolk Council area, and much of the area is
suburban, attached to Norwich.
Costessey consists of Old Costessey (the original village), New Costessey (a suburban attachment to Norwich), Queens Hills (a large new estate
under construction in the west of the area) and Lodge Farm (a large estate which is also under construction) situated between the A47 and the
A1074. Further significant development is envisaged in the coming years.
Costessey as a whole has two national chain hotels, guest houses, good pubs and restaurants and several small shops and post offices. It has a
large out of town shopping centre including Sainsburys, M&S, Next, Boots and The Range which attracts a wide range of custom.
Costessey is now a Town council, which has encouraged social cohesion between the old and new developments within the Town. The
Costessey Centre in Old Costessey is used for a wide variety of community events, with additional community centres in New Costessey and
Queens Hills.
The ward boundaries between Costessey are proposed to be altered, given the ongoing significant development in the area, as follows:

20

Old Costessey has experienced
significant growth, hence the
need to undertake this
Boundary review. This includes
the Queens Hills and Lodge
Farm developments, which are
still in progress, and further
developments are envisaged.

20 (A)

Old Costessey

7,069

3

2,356

-8%

In order to ensure electoral
equality, it is necessary to
consider the boundaries
between Old Costessey and
New Costessey, but it is not
feasible to do so in a way that
would deliver an additional ward
within the Costessey
boundaries.

Existing ward
boundaries in
Costessey have been
revised to meet
variance targets and
so are not directly
comparable with
present
arrangements.

Old Costessey has strong
community links, including the
Costessey Centre and West
Costessey Community Centre,
as well as primary and
secondary educational facilities.

20 (B)

New Costessey

4,640

2

2,320

-9%

21

New Costessey is an area
developed in the first half of the
20th Century, which has a higher
housing density and distinct
identity from the Old Costessey
area. New Costessey has its
own community centre and
community shops and facilities
but is intrinsically linked to Old
Costessey through road
networks.

Existing ward
boundaries in
Costessey have been
revised to meet
variance targets and
so are not directly
comparable with
present
arrangements.

21

Trowse
(includes
Framingham
Earl,
Framingham
Pigot, Kirby
Bedon, Bixley,
Caistor St
Edmunds,
Trowse with
Newton)

2,691

1

2,691

5%

22

There are pre-existing strong
connections through “The 6”
parishes scheme between
Poringland (which is proposed
as a separate ward), Trowse,
the Framinghams, Caistor and
Bixley. This group seeks to
work together for the collective
benefit of the local community,
and, for example, has
implemented a community car
scheme. The ward has strong
transport links through the A47,
which transects the Parishes,
and links to the A140 and
B1332. The Parishes naturally
look to Norwich for major
services and Poringland for
local services, but each have
their own distinct identities with
features such as Caistor Roman
Town, Whitlingham Country
Park and the Norfolk
Snowsports Club all located in
this ward.

This is effectively a
new Ward, comprised
of the majority of the
old Stoke Holy Cross
Ward and parts of the
Poringland Ward

22

Rockland
(includes
Ashby St
Mary, Carleton
St Peter,
Claxton,
Thurton,
Bramerton,
Rockland St
Mary with
Hellington,
Holverston,
Rockland St
Mary with
Hellington,
Surlingham)

2,630

1

2,630

3%

23

This group of Parishes lie to the
North of the District, and are
primarily smaller villages which
border the Broads Authority,
with many connecting
waterways. The Parishes also
share a connection through the
Thurton Group Benefice of 11
ecclesiastical parishes. The
ward has local primary schools,
local shops and pub facilities,
and shares local bus facilities.

Includes joint Parish
Council Rockland St
Mary with Hellington.
This now includes
Thurton and Claxton
from the former
Chedgrave and
Thurton Ward

23

Brooke
(includes Bergh
Apton, Brooke,
Kirstead,
Mundham,
Seething,
Alpington with
Yelverton)

2,707

1

2,707

6%

24

The proposed Brooke ward is
based on the existing
established ward pattern.
Brooke and Kirstead are linked
along the B1332 and form a
school catchment area for the
Brooke Primary School. Brooke
as two pubs, cricket, bowls and
youth football clubs, a shop,
garage and other social clubs.
Seething and Mundham share a
Village Hall and other
community facilities and form
the majority of the Seething
Primary School catchment area.
Alpington and Yelverton have
historically worked together, and
joining these two parishes with
Bergh Apton helps by making
this consistent with the
catchment area for Bergh Apton
and Alpington Primary School.
The resulting cohesive block
sits between the B1332 to the
West and A146 to the North.

Includes joint Parish
Council Alpington
with Yelverton. This
takes Alpington and
Yelverton from the
Rockland Ward
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Burston
(includes
Burston and
Shimpling,
Gissing,
Shelfanger,
Winfarthing,
Heywood,
Tibenham,
Tivetshall St
Margaret and
Tivetshall St
Mary)

Bunwell
(includes
Aslacton,
Bunwell,
Carleton Rode,
Great Moulton)

2,432

2,546

1

1

2,432

2,546

-5%

This ward area encompasses
many small villages lying
between the B1077 and the
A140 which naturally look
towards Diss for their main
service provision. The Parish of
Gissing has just received
£723,000 of lottery funding for a
new village hall, which will be
available to all surrounding
villages whilst Burston is home
to the famous Strike School.
There is a range of community
activities within these villages
including pubs and community
halls.

Includes joint Parish
Council Tivetshall St
Margaret and
Tivetshall St Mary.
This includes the
Tivetshalls from the
former Dickleburgh
Ward, and no longer
includes Bressingham

0%

Bunwell ward incorporates a
belt of 4 rural parishes astride
the B1113. Bunwell and
Carleton Rode are service
villages with distinct but
complementary community
assets and organisations.
Aslacton and Great Moulton
share their Coronation Hall.
Each parish as a church, and
share amenities including
village shops, schools, butcher,
pub and social clubs.

This Ward takes
Great Moulton from
the former
Dickleburgh Ward
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Forncett
(includes
Forncett,
Tacolneston,
Tharston and
Hapton,
Wacton)
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Mulbarton
(includes
Ashwellthorpe,
Bracon Ash,
Mulbarton,
Flordon,
Wreningham)

28

Newton
Flotman
(includes
Howe, Newton
Flotman,
Swainsthorpe,
Saxlingham
Nethergate,
Shotesham)

2,754

4,915

2,545

1

2

1

2,754

2,458

2,545

8%

These parishes lie on the B1113
/ A140 link. Forncett End, part
of the Forncett Parish, directly
links to Tacolneston whilst
Tharston and Wacton both
naturally look towards Long
Stratton for their services. All 4
have distinct, strong
communities, with community
organisations and societies and
school facilities.

This Ward no longer
includes
Ashwellthorpe and
Fundenhall, but takes
Tharston and Hapton
and Wacton from the
Stratton Ward

-4%

This is a group of villages lying
on the B1113 / A140 route to
Norwich. The villages have
experienced differing levels of
growth, with Mulbarton in
particular having substantially
expanded in recent years.
Ashwellthorpe and Wreningham
share a primary school.
Bracon Ash includes the world
renowned Lotus car
manufacturers.

This ward takes
Ashwellthorpe from
the Forncett Ward
and Wreningham
from the Newton
Flotman Ward

0%

This is a group of primarily rural
villages which naturally straddle
the A140. Saxlingham
Nethergate has strong sporting
facilities, and each of the
villages has their own distinct
features including good pubs,
village halls and historic
references.

This Ward has
changed, with the
addition of
Saxlingham and
Shotesham from the
Tasburgh Ward and
Howe from the
Brooke Ward
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Appendix 2

South Norfolk - New Proposed
Warding Pattern (showing Parishes)
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